Abstract: The Ramsey number is of vital importance in Ramsey's theorem. This paper proposed a novel methodology for constructing Ramsey graphs about R(3, 10), which uses Artificial Bee Colony optimization(ABC) to raise the lower bound of Ramsey number R(3, 10). The r(3, 10)−graph contains two limitations, that is, neither complete graphs of order 3 nor independent sets of order 10. To resolve these limitations, a special mathematical model is put in the paradigm to convert the problems into discrete optimization whose smaller minimizers are correspondent to bigger lower bound as approximation of inf R(3, 10). To demonstrate the potential of the proposed method, simulations are done to to minimize the amount of these two types of graphs. For the first time, four r(3, 9, 39) graphs with best approximation for inf R(3, 10) are reported in simulations to support the current lower bound for R (3, 10) . The experiments' results show that the proposed paradigm for Ramsey number's calculation driven by ABC is a successful method with the advantages of high precision and robustness.
Introduction
The Ramsey number R(m, n) is defined to answer the problems to invite the least number of guests in which at least m persons know each other or at least n persons don't know each other. To state the definition in graph language, that should be the minimum number of vertices v = R(m, n) so that all undirected simple graphs of order v contain a clique of order m or an independent set of order n. [1] And the universal Ramsey number R(k 1 , k 2 , · · · , k r ) is the smallest integer n such that in any r-coloring of the edges of the complete graph K n , there is a monochromatic copy of K kc for some 1 ≤ c ≤ r.Up to now, a lot of efforts have been made to study the Ramsey number, and there has been some valid and useful results. It is evident that R(m, n) = R(n, m) and R(m, 2) = m. And Erdos proved that for diagonal Ramsey number R(k, k),
In 1995, Kim obtained a breakthrough result by establishing the exact asymptotic of R(3, k) using probabilistic arguments.To get the new upper bounds on R(3, k), Jan Goedgebeur calculated the computation of the exact values of e (3, k, n) ,which is denoted to be the minimum number of edges in any triangle-free graph on n vertices without independent sets of order k, and got good results. [3] Geoffrey Exoo has got new lower bounds for 28 classical two and three color Ramsey numbers by using It is obviously that r(3, 10)−graph contains two limitations, that is, neither complete graphs of order 3 nor independent sets of order 10. To resolve these limitations, a special mathematical model is put in the paradigm to convert the problems into discrete optimization whose smaller minimizers are correspondent to bigger lower bound of R(3, 10). And ABC is to raise the lower bound of Ramsey number R(3, 10).
It is easy to know that there are 2 40 * 39/2 simple graphs of 40 vertices.Since there are no efficient way to calculate the ramsey number in theory and it is impossible to check the graphs one by one according to the present computers.So it is necessary to applying some metaheuristics to resolve the problem.
The rest is organized as follows. Section 1 give a simple review on Ramsey number. In Section 2 some current results
Proceedings of the 35th Chinese Control Conference July 27-29, 2016, Chengdu, China on Ramsey number were given. In Section 3, a novel united mathematical model for computing Ramsey number via Artificial Bee Colony optimization(ABC) are proposed in a new methodology which converts the problems into discrete optimization whose smaller minimizers are correspondent to bigger lower bound of R(3, 10). In section 4, simulations are done, And or the first time, four r(3, 9, 39) graphs are reported in simulations to support the current lower bound for R(3, 10). The experiments' results show that the proposed paradigm for Ramsey number's calculation driven by ABC is a successful method with the advantages of high precision and robustness. Conclusions are summarized briefly in Section 5. 
If not u, and n − 1 − d vertices which are not adjacent to u will form a q dependent set.
From this conclusion we know some useful results as Table 2: (4, 6, 36) [11, 24] This is a very important conclusion in the further research.
The Uniqueness of r(3, 9, 35)
The r(3, 9, 35)-graph was found by Kalbfleisch [21] in 1966, and in 2012 Goedgebeur and Radziszowski [3] proved the uniqueness of this graph. This graph is a 8-regular graph which is used to construct the r(3, 10, 39) graphs.
The Construction of r(3, 10, 40) from r(3, 9, 35)
If we want to add 5 vertices to r (3, 9, 35) to construct a graph of r (3, 10, 40 ) .
• At first, this 5 vertices has an induced subgraph. This subgraph can not contain a complete graph of 3. So the edges among this 5 graph are easy to identify. After this choosing process, only left 14 graphs of vertices 5.
• Since the r(3, 9, 35) is a 8-regular graph, and the degree of vertices in r (3, 10, 40 ) is in the range of [4, 9] ,so this 5 new vertices can have edges adjacent to different vertices in r (3, 9, 35) . If not ,there will be a vertices u in r(3, 9, 35) with 10 degree in this new graph.
Mathematical Model for Calculating Ramsey Number via Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm
This paper proposed a novel methodology for constructing Ramsey graphs about R(3, 10), which uses Artificial Bee Colony optimization(ABC) to approximate Ramsey number's inf R(3, 10). The biggest difficulties here we have to be resolve is that The r(3, 10)−graph contains two limitations, that is, neither complete graphs of order 3 nor independent sets of order 10.
And to resolve these limitations, a special mathematical model is put in the paradigm to convert the problems into discrete optimization whose smaller minimizers are correspondent to bigger lower bound as approximation of R(3, 10)'s infimum as following flowchart shows. And the whole mathematical model will be interpreted in this Section in detail. 
The objective function
And the objective of the ABC is
is a graph with n vertices and with no p-complete graphs or q-independent sets, it means f (G) = 0. If Graph G is a graph with n vertices and with no p-complete graphs or q-independent sets, it means f (G) = 0.
For example, if we want to calculate Ramsey number r (3, 3, 5) ,then graph (G 1 ) in Figure 1 .
It's easy to see that vertice(2,3,4)form a 3-complete graph, and vertices(1,3,5) form a 3-independent sets. So f (G 1 ) = 2.
And for graph G 2 in Figure 2 : So it's easy to see f (G 2 ) = 0,G 2 is what we want in our search.
So the process to find r(p, q, n) is converted into a function optimization problem. we will optimize the function via Artificial Bee Colony which is shown by the figure below.
Adjacent Graph
We also define that if two graphs
and there is only one different edge between this two graphs.
We use the adjacent matrix to represent a graph G. It means every bee is coded by a vector (n × n dimension 0-1), so two adjacent graphs are represented by two vectors and distinguished by only 2 different dimensions.
Still the former example G 1 the adjacent matrix is 01000 10110 01010 01101 00010
And one of its adjacent graph G 3 is: 
Thus we constructed a new graph G = (V, E) for example, if we born a permutation as: (6, 7, 9, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14) will will be linked an edge to the vertex 37,and so on.
Artificial Bee Colony Optimization
In this paper we use Basic Artificial Bee Colony [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] to solve the Mathematical Model, which includes several basic processes: Initialization phase. At first,we need to calculate all the clique of order 5,6,7,8 in r(3,9,35)-graph and store them.After that we we construct the first generation of graphs with adding vertices to the r(3,9,35)-graph and regard them as food sources.Set all the fundamental parameters.
Employed bees phase. All the employed bees and their followed bees are sent out to search for new graphs in their adjacent graphs according to 3.2.In the searching process,the new graph must satisfy the limitation of degree according to 2.1.Comparing the old graph and the new graph according to their fitness function,then leave the better one.If any employed bees and its followed bee stay in the same graph for too many times, they should give up the present graph and become scout bee and onlooker bee.
Onlooker bees phase. Sort the employed bee according to their fitness value. If there are n bees,the minimum bee will be assigned a weight w k of n, next is n − 1 and so on. And every onlooker bee has possibility to choose one of the employed bees which do not have a followed bee. The selection operator for a follow bee i choose employed bee j is:
bee k do not have a f olowed bee
Scout bees phase. All the scout bee are sent out to construct a new graph and their staynum are sent to be 1.
We run phase 2,3,4 for many times and then a great many graphs are constructed.
Analysis of the ABC algorithm The most innovation part of process is the part of fitness function calculation.
We choose n as the amount of bees in colony. we just need to construct n new graphs.
This means that we can firstly find out k−independent sets in r(3, 9, 35) and (10 − k)−independent sets in the five new vertices and then combine them together to see whether the subgraph induced by them can form a 10−independent sets. In this way we can save many time in fitness function calculations. This is the independent sets contain in r(3,9,35) We firstly save all of these k-independent sets, and when we calculate the fitness function,we only need to list the 10-k independent sets and and delete these which doesn't construct a 10-independent set. It is an efficient way to calculate every graph's fitness function. We only need to visit all the vertices adjacent to the added vertices and calculate the amount of independent sets they contain.
After the analysis above,we know we only need to calculate aroun(20265 + 22995 + 13760 + 3360 = 60380times to construct one graph and figure out the fitness value.The traditional way of enumerating the clique needs to check all the clique of order 10 witch means at least C 10 40 = 847660528times calculation.This is a remarkable progress.
Simulation
After running program, we have got some good results. Though we doesn't get r (3, 10, 40 ), but we do get some graphs only containing two 3-complete graph and no 10-independent sets, and we hope to find r(3, 10, 40)-graphs from these small fitness function graphs. And we can get some r (3, 10, 39) graphs from these small fitness function graphs. After we analyze some of the graphs whose fitness function is 2 or 3, and we find there are 4 kinds of structure of 2 3-complete graph or 3 3-complete graph.There are four graphs, the first two containing 3 3-complete graphs, and the next two containing 2 3-compete graphs. Their adjacent matrix and the triangles are shown in Figure 2 , of which the first two picture are the triangles contained in the first two matrixes. 
The Conclusion
To calculate the Ramsey number R(3, 10), Jan Goedgebeur and Stanislaw P.Radziszowski got new Computational Upper Bounds for Ramsey Numbers R(3, k) in 2013. They have proved that 40 ≤ R(3, 10) ≤ 42 and anticipated that any further improvement to either of the bounds will be very difficult. [3] Despite many attempts by Exoo, them, and others, no r(3, 10, 40)−graphs were constructed.However, in this article, visa Artificial Bee Colony to calculate the Ramsey Number R(3, 10),we have got four four r(3, 9, 39 ) graphs.
We also try to adjust some of the edges in one of these four graphs and always get another one of theses four graphs or some graphs containing many 10-independent sets. So we strongly suspect that theses four graphs maybe the best and r(3, 10) = 40. We can see from the graphs that if we delete vertex 3 or 38 in graph-3 or delete vertex 37 or vertex 38 in graph-1 then we can get four r(3, 9, 39) graphs. They may be isomorphic to the one already found and may be not. From these for the first time, four graphs we also try to add one more vertex into the graph and hope to construct a graph of r (3, 10, 40) . The result shows these graphs cannot be extended into graph of r(3,10,40). So it is very likely that the present lower bound is the best lower bound for R(3, 10).
Via a Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm, we have got four four r(3, 9, 39) graphs but we don't whether they are isomorphic or not. So, we may focus on analysing these four graphs. What's more, we may apply other artificial intelligence algorithm to the calculation of Ramsey number.
Comparing with the traditional methods done by Exoo, Geoffrey and McKay, Brendan D and other experts,we have make great progress on the calculation on fitness value.And the artificial bee colony have the advantage of neighborhood searching.Obviously,when we change one edge in the 40 vertices, the whole structure may be changed in a range,and the algorithm should equipped the good ability of neighborhood searching to check.It doesn't demands global searching ability,so the ABC algorithm have the disadvantage of global searching.If we may improve the algorithm on the global searching later.
Appendix
As is pointed out in 4,we can get four r(3, 9, 40) graphs, and their matrix is shown below. 
